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Abstract
Recent discussions and research in psychology show a significant emphasis on reproducibility.
Concerns for reproducibility pertain to methods as well as results. We evaluated the reporting of the
electronic search methods used for systematic reviews (SR) published in psychology. Such reports
are key for determining the reproducibility of electronic searches. The use of SR has been increasing
in psychology, and we report on the status of reporting of electronic searches in recent SR
in psychology. In all, we used 12 checklist items to evaluate reporting for electronic strategies. Kappa
results for most of the items developed from evidence-based recommendations, ranged from fair to
almost perfect. Data for a stringent ‘PRISMA’ type of recommended reporting showed that only one
of the 25 randomly selected psychology SR from 2009-2012 reported recommended information for
all items in the set, and none of the 25 psychology SR from 2014-2016 did so. Results for a second
less stringent set found that only 36% of the psychology SR reported basic information that supports
confidence in the reproducibility of electronic searches. Using those two sets of checklist items
found similar results for psychology SR published in 2017. Moreover, reporting was also very
infrequent for a third supplemental set of ‘confidence items’. Fuller and clearer recommended
reporting of the electronic searches used in SR would provide a stronger basis for confidence in the
reproducibility of searches. That reporting, in turn, would strengthen reader confidence more
generally in the results and conclusions reached in SR in psychology.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Recent discussions have shown a significant emphasis on the reproducibility of research in
psychology (Pashler and Wagenmakers, 2012; Yong, 2013; Cooper and VandenBos, 2013; Novotney,
2014; Open Science Collaboration, 2015; Gilmore, Diaz, Wyble, & Yarkoni, 2017). Systematic reviews
are viewed by many as a top level synthesis of research (Paul & Leibovici, 2014; Kisely et al., 2015;
Ng & Benedetto, 2016), and a special emphasis on reproducibility and systematic reviews is evident
in the recent Psychological Bulletin focus on the topic ‘Replication and Reproducibility: Questions
Asked and Answered via Research Synthesis’. Concerns for reproducibility pertain to methods as well
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as results, and the current paper contributes to discussions about the methods that are used for
systematic reviews.

1.2 Rationale for our reproducibility research
Briefly stated, our research has been motivated by the following. First, in general, confidence in the
methods used for systematic reviews provides a basis for confidence in the conclusions reached in
systematic reviews. Second, and more specifically, electronic searches provide a crucial part of the
methods used to identify data and build the evidence base that is then used for conclusions reached
in systematic reviews. Third, the reproducibility of electronic searches has been a core
recommendation in guidance on systematic review methods. Fourth, full and transparent reporting
of electronic search methods is key for reader confidence in the reproducibility of electronic
searches. Fifth, important reporting details also can support reader confidence in the reproducibility
of first level screening of electronic searches. And, sixth, confidence in the reproducibility of
searching and screening then supports the confidence that readers can have in the conclusions that
are reached in systematic reviews (Cooper, 2017; Vazire, 2017: Golder et al., 2013; Pashler &
Wagenmakers, 2012).
Meta-research has recently cautioned that ’…even when research findings are reported, they can be
undermined by a lack of transparency about how they were generated (Hardwicke et al., 2020), and
the target of our study has been what is described by Goodman and others as ‘methods
reproducibility’. They argue that methods reproducibility ‘…refers to the provision of enough detail
about study procedures and data so the same procedures could, in theory or in actuality, be exactly
repeated (Goodman, Fanelli, & Ioannidis, 2016, p. 2). In response, to develop a picture of the basis
readers have for confidence in the results of systematic reviews in psychology, we have been
evaluating the reporting of electronic searches used for systematic reviews in psychology.
1.3 Systematic reviews, reproducibility, electronic searches, data management, reporting, and
psychology
Systematic reviews (SR) have been widely recognized both as methods and as products that involve
rigorous, transparent processes for identifying, analyzing, and synthesizing data from primary
studies to draw conclusions relevant to a research topic (Cooper, 2017, p. 10; Gough & Oliver, 2012).
SR are also given special recognition in a recent National Academy of Sciences (NAS) report
‘Reproducibility and Replicability in Science’ (Committee on Reproducibility and Replicability in
Science et al., 2019), particularly in a chapter entitled ‘Confidence’ which has this conclusion
”Multiple channels of evidence from a variety of studies provide a robust means for gaining
confidence in scientific knowledge over time’ (Committee on Reproducibility and Replicability in
Science et al., 2019, p. 155).
Importantly, in that NAS chapter, SR are noted as a significant for gaining confidence in science. SR
by design are ’the ensemble of research activities involved in identifying, retrieving, evaluating,
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synthesizing, interpreting, and contextualizing the available evidence from studies on a particular
topic’; and as such they address ‘…the central question of how the results of studies relate to each
other, what factors may be contributing to variability across studies, and how study results coalesce
or not in developing the knowledge network for a particular science domain’ (Committee on
Reproducibility and Replicability in Science et al., 2019, p. 144). Mirroring the NAS discussion, a
recent introduction from the Joanna Briggs Association explains that SR are specifically designed to
achieve results and reach conclusions based on analyzing and synthesizing “all” of the evidence or
data relevant to a question (Aromataris & Munn, 2019).
Of course an important methological question for readers of SR is ’how did you get that data ?’. SR
typically use a range of strategies to find resources that have the data that is extracted, analyzed and
synthesized, including use of databases, grey literature, scanning reference lists of key articles, hand
searching of journals, web sites, and contacting experts (Kugley et al., 2017). However, although
different strategies are used for the comprehensive searching that is often stressed as a
characteristic of SR, electronic searches have been noted as providing ‘…the largest portion of the
evidence base for systematic reviews’ (Sampson et al., 2009, p. 944), and a standard expectation is
that the electronic searches used will be reproducible (Centre for Reviews and Dissemination, 2009;
Liberati et al., 2009; Lefebvre et al., 2019; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2014; Kugley
et al., 2017).
A follow up question for readers of SR is how to determine if electronic searches used in SR are
reproducible. Readers might use what is reported about those searches in an attempt to rerun the
searches (e.g., see Ali & Usman, 2018). Or, researchers might give their electronic search strategy
report to a peer to have them execute the search, and then report the peer review results for
readers (McGowan et al., 2016; Faggion, 2019). Of course, most readers of SR, including clinicians
and policy makers, do not have the time or resources to attempt a rerun. Although an alternative is
to see if information recommended for confidence in the possibility of reproducing the electronic
search is actually reported, research indicates that greater transparency is needed to support that
confidence (Campbell et al., 2019). As stressed recently, without ‘clear signals’ of practices that
increase the ’trustworthiness of scholarly work’, readers are challenged when ‘ascertaining
confidence’ they might have in that scholarly work. A recommendation is that such signals would
include information that confirms ‘adherance to field-specific reporting requirements’ (Jamieson,
McNutt, Kiermer, & Sever, 2019).
Internationally accepted guidance on reporting SR search steps has been available for many years in
the PRISMA Statement. As the authors of that guidance stated “…systematic reviews should be
reported fully and transparently to allow readers to assess the strengths and weaknesses of the
investigation” (Liberati et al., 2009)3. Importantly, that guidance includes descriptions and examples
of what should be reported of SR electronic search methods, and the current study drew on that
methods guidance to address our research objectives.
With respect to the field of psychology, as indicated in Table 1., there is clear evidence of growing
use of SR.
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Even though recent work has reiterated that electronic searches are insufficient for confidence in
the comprehensiveness of searches (Delaney & Tamás, 2018), readers of SR still do have a key
support for confidence in SR results if they see reporting that helps to ensure the reproducibility of
electronic searches used. Actually, determining reproducibility is dependent on what is found in
this report (Niederstadt & Droste, 2010; Rader et al., 2014; Mullins, 2014; Atkinson et al., 2015;
Schalken & Rietbergen, 2017), and in our study of methods we evaluate the reporting of electronic
search methods that are used for SR in psychology. To date we have not found this kind of
assessment of SR methods in psychology4.
1.4 Definitions and abbreviations
Other recent work has pointed to variation in how researchers define and assess ‘reproducible
searches’ (Sayre & Riegelman, 2018; Koffel & Rethlefsen, 2016; Ali & Usman, 2018). Table 2
contains stipulated definitions for this paper, including definitions for the reproducibility of
electronic searches and for confidence in the reproducibility of electronic searches. Additionally, in
this paper we use the abbreviations that are indicated. For example, ‘search’ means electronic
search.
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In addition to the stated definitions for the terms ‘electronic resource’ and ‘electronic search’, for
this paper these terms refer to a range of approaches for finding the information sources that are
eventually selected for use in SR.Electronic searches can involve using discipline-specific commercial
resources (e.g., EBSCO’s PsycINFO), public resources (e.g., PubMed), web search engines (e.g. Google
Scholar), systematic review library databases (e.g., Campbell Library; Cochrane Library), electronic
grey literature resources (e.g., ProQuest Dissertations and Theses), scholarly ‘cited reference’
databases (e.g., Scopus, Web of Science), and a range of other possibilities. Also, in our definitions
for Electronic Resource, Electronic search result, and Electronic search report we refer to data. The
extracting or selection of data from resources found using electronic searches is basic to SR, and in
our definitions the term ‘data’ refers to the quantitative or qualitative information selected and
extracted from multiple sources and then analyzed and synthesized to address research questions in
SR.
1.5 Research objectives
1. We sought to compare reporting of electronic searches in psychology SR to the reporting of
electronic searches in SR that are known to be completed with rigorous methods for reporting.
2. Most if not all research on reporting of SR has looked at reporting of individual items (individual
steps) used for electronic searches. Assuming that higher levels of reproducibility are supported as
more of a set of search steps are reported as recommended, we looked to document the extent that
psychology SR provide reporting of electronic searches according to a set of widely accepted
recommendations for what should be reported. As detailed in our Methods section, we called this a
PRISMA set. Data and discussion our assessment of a ”non-PRISMA” set are available in
Supplementary files on this paper’s OSF site5 (hereinafter ’the OSF site’).
3. There is information that is not needed to execute and see results for what we defined as a
reproduced electronic search, but which nevertheless can support reader confidence in the
reproducibility of searches used. We looked to document reporting for this kind of information in
Campbell and psychology SR.
2. Methods
2.1 Checklist items used for this study
AMSTAR, PRISMA, and PRESS are three major resources providing guidelines to support the design,
execution, and evaluation of SR, and we discuss those resources and the evaluation of
reproducibility in Supplementary files on the OSF site. Other authors have also created checklists or
reporting guidelines relevant to evaluating electronic searches (e.g., Booth, 2006; Yoshii et al., 2009;
Maggio et al., 2011; Atkinson et al., 2015). Editors have also been urged to use checklist items to
check reporting in order to ’protect the reporting process’ and ‘to signal the trustworthiness of
science’ (Jamieson, McNutt, Kiermer, & Sever, 2019).
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For this study we used twelve items drawn from a set of 36 checklist items created during a search
evaluation project pursued over a number of years. These items focusing on reproducibility were
based on evidence based recommendations in publications and manuals of major SR organizations
(e.g., Centre for Reviews and Dissemination, 2009; Liberati et al., 2009; Kugley et al., 2017; Lefebvre
et al., 2011; Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, 2014). Additional explanation for the eight
basic and four additional confidence checklist items used is found in sections 2.3 and 2.4 below.6
2.2 Identification and selection of SR for this study
PsycARTICLES and the Campbell Library were used to identify SR for this study. PsycARTICLES is a
resource for identifying ‘peer-reviewed publications of the American Psychological Association (APA)
and affiliated journals’ that cover ‘the science of psychology and behavior’ (PsycARTICLES, n.d.). The
Campbell Library is also a resource that consists of peer-reviewed SR publications. We used the
reporting for Campbell Collaboration SR (Campbell SR) as a model or standard of comparison for
assessing the psychology SR. Similar comparisons have been reported in the health sciences
(Sampson et al., 2008; Yoshii et al., 2009; Popovich et al., 2012; Golder et al., 2013). The searches
used with PsycARTICLES and with the Campbell Library are presented in Table 3.
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The 29 hits retrieved in PsycARTICLES in December, 2012 were SR as defined by APA (APA Databases
Methodology Field Values, n.d.), and for this study 25 articles were randomly selected to represent
SR in psychology for the timeframe of 2009-2012. Each of those 25 SR contained electronic searches.
The 29 hits from PsycARTICLES are listed in Appendix 1, with 25 included for this study marked with
asterisks7. The 69 hits noted in the updated PsycARTICLES search in April 2016 were assumed to be
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SR in psychology. This search was completed by the first author who examined all 69 to see if an
electronic search was reported. Ten of the set of 69 articles did not report electronic searches, and a
random sample of 25 was selected from the remaining 59 to represent SR in psychology for the
timeframe of 2014-2016 (as of date of search). Appendix 3 lists all 69 of the second set of SR from
PsycARTICLES; and there we indicate both the ten which did not provide electronic search reports as
well as the 25 randomly selected SR that we used. Similarly, 25 Campbell Library articles were
randomly selected from the 42 initial search results. The 42 Campbell Collaboration results are in
Appendix 2, with 25 SR marked that were included for this study. In the remainder of this paper the
Campbell Library systematic reviews may be referred to as ‘Campbell SR’ and the phrase ‘Psych SR’
may be used to refer to the PsycARTICLES assessed.
A search update was used in 2017 to collect data for the second research objective; and Appendix 4
shows the 45 SR articles identified along with indication of the 18 SR that were assessed for the
current study. The 18 SR assessed were those papers that explicitly discussed PRISMA by name or
cited and listed PRISMA in their references. Like other recent studies (Leclercq et al., 2019; Page et
al., 2020), we took that discussion or citing of PRISMA to indicate that the authors of those SR had
seen PRISMA as a guide for their reporting of electronic searches used.
2.2. Data collection
For the Psych SR, reports were in the article’s method section, in appendixes, or in supplemental
files. For the Campbell SR, the search reports were located either in a section entitled ‘Search
methods for Identiﬁcation of Studies’ or in an Appendix.
We used Qualtrics (Qualtrics XM - Experience Management Software, n.d.) to create a data entry
tool for checklist scores for the 93 SR assessed. Before collecting data for this study, the authors pilot
tested the 36 checklist items mentioned above using SR from psychology journals and SR from the
Campbell Library. The SR used for pilot testing were not used as sources of data for addressing our
research topics. Prior to reaching consensus scores, search reports for the sets of SR published from
2009-2016 were evaluated and scored independently by the authors.
Checklist items ask about electronic search elements that are documented in electronic search
reports. Items are scored yes (Y), provisional yes (PS), not sure (NS), no (N), or NA. Y for an item
means that the evaluator believes that what is noted in that item is clearly reported. N means the
opposite of Y. PS means the evaluator feels confident they can guess what was done, and NS means
the opposite of PS. NA for an item means that the evaluator believes that what is noted in that item
is not applicable.
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Figure 1 shows a copy of the first checklist item as it appeared on the data entry tool.

As shown, two levels of assessment (a. and b.) were used for that search report item. A comment
box allowed for qualitative observations used for our discussions as we reached consensus-scoring
decisions for items.
2.3 Data analysis
We used and report below on three approaches to assess the electronic search reports in SR drawn
from the psychology literature. Information and data for one additional approach is on the OSF site.
Campbell Collaboration Comparison. First, we evaluated Campbell SR to determine report
frequencies for eight basic, individual search elements. SR in the Campbell Library, like those
completed under guidance of the Cochrane Collaboration, are completed using guidance that
increases the possibilities for higher quality reporting of searches (Kugley et al., 2017). Moreover,
because the Cochrane Collaboration has been a leader for guidance and high quality SR, studies in
the health sciences have compared the quality of reporting in Cochrane SR to that found in nonCochrane SR (Moher et al., 2007; Sampson et al., 2008; Popovich et al., 2012). Mirroring the health
studies research, then, we compared reports in SR published in the psychology literature to those SR
from the Campbell Library. We used Fisher Exact Tests to evaluate the signiﬁcance of difference in
proportions between the report frequencies for the Psych and Campbell SR.
PRISMA set. As a key approach to assessing Psych SR for 2009-2012, 2014-2016, and 2017, a set of
basic search element reporting recommendations that are found in the PRISMA statement were
used. The PRISMA guidance urges the reporting of the ‘full electronic search strategy’ for at least
one electronic resource used (Liberati et al., 2009). Above we noted our evaluation of the
frequencies of reporting for individual recommended search elements related to reproducibility.
However, when evaluating a specific SR paper, readers are likely to be concerned with reporting for
sets of search elements relevant to that SR. To that end, we used the search elements listed below
to see the extent to which a PRISMA type of full electronic search strategy has been reported in
psychology SR. We also evaluated the Campbell SR. To date we have not found this kind of
assessment of SR in psychology.
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Below we briefy explain our choice of search elements. We then explain how we used those
elements.
Our selection of four elements can be viewed as representing what is recommended in the PRISMA
statement as a report of the ‘full electronic search strategy’ (Liberati et al., 2009). These elements
also reflect relevent items in the American Psychological Association’s ‘Meta-Analysis Reporting
Standards’ (APA Publications and Communications Board Working Group on Journal Article
Reporting Standards, 2008).8 Moreover, this set corresponds to an overlap of elements provided in
two papers which used extensive methods for identifying key elements, including consultation with
groups of searching experts. See Table 3 in Mullins et al. (2014), and Table 1 in Rader et al. (2014).
This list also overlaps with search reproducibility elements noted in other papers (Sampson, et al.,
2008; Yoshii et al., 2009; Atkinson et al., 2015; Meert et al., 2017; Koffel & Rethlefsen, 2016), and
corresponds to recommendations in the Campbell Collaboration guidelines (Kugley et al., 2017).
The 1-4 order of the list below tracks the order of percentages previously reported for the number
of SR reporting those information elements (Mullins et al., 2014, see their Table 5). Those
percentages are listed here in parentheses.
1. The names of all electronic resources used (94% of 102 SR reporting).
2. The publication time frames of articles to be included (34% reporting).
3. Copies of search strategies for any electronic resource used (13% reporting for at least one
or all databases used).
4. The vendor names of any electronic resource used (8% reporting).
We assumed that higher levels of reproducibility are supported as more of a set of recommended
reporting criteria are met, and we evaluated electronic searches using the following sequence. First,
in SPSS we identified those SR which were given a consensus Yes score for item 1 just above. We
then identified those SR that were given a consensus Yes score for both items 1 and item 2. Next we
identified sets with positive scores for 1, 2, and 3. Finally, we identified a set with positive scores for
1-4. By using the basic percentage order indicated to sequence our analysis we looked to prevent
premature elimination of those SR which had not reported the names of vendors but which had
provided copies of search strategies of every database used.
Confidence items. During our current research project, we developed and used four items that go
beyond the basic report information typically required by readers if they want to actually reproduce
an electronic search. That is, as one reads and evaluates a systematic review (SR), if rerunning an
electronic search is not feasible then these are supplemental report elements that may enhance
confidence in search reproducibility and confidence in the potential use of searches.
Two supplemental search report elements involve reporting the final number of hits for each
database search, and reporting the final number of hits combined across the databases used. This
kind of reporting can be found in SR that use a PRISMA type flowchart (see the PRISMA Statement at
prisma-statement.org; also see the ‘Flow Diagram’ in Gensby et al., 2012).
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A third confidence element involves reporting the use of two researchers for inclusion/exclusion
decisions when viewing the title and abstracts (McDonagh et al., 2008) and also reporting inter-rater
agreement results (e.g., Kappa) for those inclusion/exclusion decisions (Liberati et al, 2009). As
indications of potentially reduced selection errors, good reporting for either of these would support
reader confidence in the possibility of reproducing the electronic search first level inclusion choices.
That is, there could be support for increased confidence that the original use of electronic search
results (‘hits’) could be reproduced.
A fourth confidence element would be reporting information that identifies hits actually chosen for
potential inclusion as a result of evaluating the title and abstract. This is prior to evaluating the full
text. If a reader reproduced an electronic search process and saw that the items they choose while
screening the titles and abstracts match those identified by the original researcher, then that reader
can have increased confidence that they are mirroring the original researcher’s use of inclusion
criteria with the electronic search hits. Actually, without rerunning a search, just seeing this
information reported would support reader confidence in the possibility of reproducing the selection
process as well as the searches used.
To briefly summarize, this kind of supplemental information in search reports can support the
assumption of reproducibility for the search and selection process used for SR. As this paper was
prepared, except for an increase in use of PRISMA type flowcharts showing the number of hits for
searches, the reporting of information for these elements has been very infrequent. Additionally,
with a recent exception (Schalken & Rietbergen, 2017), looking for reporting of this information also
does not seem to be a part of assessing reports of searches (e.g., Atkinson et al., 2015; Booth, 2006;
Golder et al., 2008; Golder et al., 2013; Maggio et al., 2011; Mullins et al., 2013; Niederstadt and
Droste, 2011; Tunis et al., 2013; Yoshii et al., 2009; Koffel and Rethlefsen, 2016; Meert et al., 2016).
As a contribution to discussions of the reproducibility of searches and confidence in the use of
search results, we looked at reporting for these four supplemental elements across our set of 93 SR
from Campbell and PsycARTICLES.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Inter-rater agreement and potential use for basic checklist items
The disccussion and table below provide a look at data for the eight basic checklist items we
developed as well as for our use of those items to address our first two research questions. Section
3.4 presents similar discussion for our four confidence items.
Similar to the item assessment reported for the development of AMSTAR (Shea et al., 2009), we
looked at inter-rater agreement for individual checklist items. Some important studies that have
evaluated reports of search strategies have not included inter-rater agreement results for the
elements or items used to evaluate search reporting (Shea et al., 2002; Sampson et al., 2006; Moher
et al., 2007; Yoshii et al., 2009; Golder et al., 2013; Mullins et al., 2014). Other recent related papers
have provided this kind of checklist information (Willis and Quigley, 2011; Fehrmann and Thomas,
2011; Popovich et al., 2012; Pieper et al., 2015; Meert et al., 2016). That said, the current paper is
the first to report this kind of reliability information for individual items on a checklist specifically
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developed and worded to assess the reporting that supports the reproducibility of electronic
searches.
Kappa coefficients were used to assess inter-rater agreement, and, following Landis and Koch (1977),
those coefficients were interpreted with these categories: below chance considered poor; 0.01 to
0.20 slight agreement; 0.21 to 0.40 fair agreement; 0.41 to 0.60 moderate agreement; 0.61 to 0.80
substantial agreement; and 0.81 to 1 almost perfect agreement. The asterisks *** in the Table 4
indicate those items where we scored all SR articles as ‘No’ or ‘Yes’ and so Kappa could not be
calculated. The asterisks indicate 100 percent agreement.

As shown in Table 4, our testing with eight basic multi-level items showed them overall to have ‘fair’
to ‘almost perfect’ inter-rater scores (Kappa). Our findings do indicate challenges (e.g., item 6 Kappa
results for the Campbell SR), and more training with our items might have improved our Kappa
results. Others found repeated refining of and training with their ‘keyword’ item improved the
Kappa to .64 for an item similar to item 6 in our Table 4 (Meert et al., 2016). Similarly, others
reported a Kappa ‘range’ of .66 – 1 (Willis and Quigley, 2011), using items from the PRISMA
Statement (Liberati et al., 2009), indicating that the PRISMA items relevant to reproducibility (6, 7, 8)
had Kappas at or above the lower end of that range.
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It does seem, then, that the current set of checklist items could usefully serve others as part of an
approach to evaluating search reports to determine reproducibility. The use of items specifically
worded to assess search report elements provides a consistent framework for assessing searches.
This is similar to the specific items found in AMSTAR9 and the PRESS tool 10. That said, just as others
have invited researchers to use their checklists (Shea et al., 2009; Tong et al., 2012; Meader et al,
2014), additional work with the checklist items we used could have value for research for assessing
electronic searches, and for determining and possibly extending the value of these items. Also
promising for checklists that researchers, readers, and editors can use is the related work underway
both on the overall PRISMA update (“PRISMA,” n.d.; Page et al., 2020), and on the PRISMA-S11
extension that focuses more generally on the fuller set of searches done for SR (including electronic
searches).
3.2 The status of recommended search reporting in psychology SR published from 2009-2017
Table 4 presents data on the reporting in psychology SR for widely recommended search elements,
and here we focus on results for our checklist item 1. More detailed comments on the other
checklist items are available on the OSF site.
It appears unanimous in SR guidelines that a copy of the full electronic search is desirable and even
expected for at least one of the electronic search sources used (Liberati, et al., 2009; Higgins and
Green, 2011; Kugley et al., 2017), and item 1. was used to assess the reporting or provision of what
we call copies of the electronic search strategy. For this study we looked for the kind of copy that is
possible using a search resource function for saving or printing a search history, or for a copy and
pasted representation of the search steps. A typical printout may well have the terms used (free text
and thesaurus terms), and show how terms were combined, the sequence of entering terms and
their combination, the use of adjacency, and the use of truncation, along with other details. This
checklist item is different from our other checklist items, because such copies can potentially include
information for many of those other items. In fact, depending on the resource used, and the search
run, either now or in the future such copies might include all of the information indicated in the
other checklist items that would be relevant for providing a ‘full electronic search strategy’ for that
resource. Providing such copies could be a straightforward way to efficiently and accurately show
most if not all of the steps actually used with a given resource.
Our results showed that 14 of the 25 Campbell SR provided such a copy for at least one electronic
source used (see item 1.a., column 5). These articles are identified in Appendix 2. Only one of our
set of 25 Psych SR from 2009-2012 provided a copy for at least one electronic source used (see item
1.a., column 3, and article 24 in Appendix 1). Two of our Psych SR sample for 2014-2016 provided
this in their reports, and these are identified in Appendix 3. Four of our select set of 18 Psych SR for
2017 provided copies for at least one resource used, and are indicated in Appendix 4.
Frequency results for copies of search strategies for every electronic source used (item 1.b) were
similar (Psych SR, 1/25; Campbell, 13/25).12 We did not find any in our 2016 Psych SR sample that
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reported copies for all searches used, and 2 out of 18 Psych SR assessed in 2017 provided copies for
all resources used.
Assuming that having copies of search strategies supports confidence in reproducibility as well as
facilitating the actual reproducing of electronic searches, the results above suggest that there should
be more frequent provision of copies of search strategies for every electronic source used. Others
have similarly argued recently for this expanded reporting for electronic searches (Shokraneh, 2019).
However, even without such copies provided for every electronic resource listed in an SR, using the
Campbell SR results as a comparison that indicates what might generally be possible and expected,
in keeping with the PRISMA guidance, the psychology SR could and should more frequently provide a
copy for at least one of the electronic resources used. SR in psychology routinely use PsycINFO, and
such copies have been possible with PsycINFO available from vendors such as EBSCO, FirstSearch,
Ovid, and with PsycARTICLES from the American Psychological Association. Although our results and
interpretation will benefit from additional verification, there are concerns that approximately 90% of
the 68 psychology SR we assessed did not provide copies for any of the searches used. Assessment
of SR published more recently than those we looked at could show improvements in this kind of
reporting.
As an alternative to providing copies as we defined them is not possible, researchers often list and
report information for the individual search strategy elements that they used. We evaluated SR that
used this approach to reporting, and we found that only 38% of those psychology SR reported basic
information that supports confidence in the reproducibility of electronic searches . That assessment
and data are discussed on the OSF site (see ‘non-PRISMA’ in Supplementary files).
In the past the space limits for journals have been a challenge to detailed reporting, and key
guidelines have recognized such challenges, even while calling for fuller reporting (Liberati et al.,
2009). Recent signs, such as the use of supplemental online files, indicate that the online
environment will help to reduce the impact of space limits (Cooper & VandenBos, 2013; LeBel et al.,
2013; Atkinson et al., 2015), and the journal Archives of Scientific Psychology, and the Open Science
Framework13 are two venues that support provision of needed reporting information. However, in
addition to reducing space constraints, the need for fuller reporting to support reproducibility will be
addressed significantly if what we have described as copies are required as a part of all electronic
searches in SR.

3.3 A PRISMA set. The reporting of recommended information for recommended sets of search
elements.
As our second approach to evaluating Psych SR, and reporting for searches, the results in Table 5 are
for a set of elements/items that may be viewed as a fairly stringent PRISMA type of reporting
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pertaining to reproducibility. These results show what we found as we assessed our samples of
Psych SR and Campbell SR.

Looking at item 3 in Table 5, our findings show that, for the randomly selected 25 Campbell SR that
we examined, only 14 provided recommended information for the first three of our PRISMA set of
recommended search report elements. In other words, forty-four percent did not provide this
PRISMA search set information. The requirement of seeing vendor information reduced that number
to 10 of 25 reporting desired information for our PRISMA set of reporting information elements. In
comparison, the data show that the reporting for a PRISMA set in the 25 randomly selected Psych SR
for 2009-2012 is much lower. Only 1 of those 25 Psych SR provided information for that set of
PRISMA elements. The data for the randomly selected set of Psych SR for a 2014-2016 publication
time frame showed that low reporting for that PRISMA set continued, and data for the 2017 set of
SR was only slightly better. Overall, our assessment shows about half of the Campbell SR reporting
for this PRISMA set, and reporting this information in the 68 SR from psychology is considerably
lower. If electronic search reproducibility is viewed as dependent on reporting that is equivalent to
what we call our PRISMA set, our findings suggest that readers would not have a strong basis for
confidently assuming that the electronic searches in psychology SR are reproducible. This is a
concern to address in the current studies and discussions of reproducibility in psychology.
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3.4 Confidence items
There are search report elements/items that can provide added support for confidence in the
reproducibility of searches, as well as for confidence in the use of those searches. The results in
Table 6 present Kappa and report frequency data for these search elements based on our
assessment of SR from psychology and the Campbell Library for the years 2009-2016, as well as for
psychology SR for 2017.

Our Kappa results suggest challenges for assessing some of these confidence elements with our
items; and, again, more training could give better agreement results. Additionally, in comparison to
our item 2, other studies using the related but more general AMSTAR item for ’duplicate study
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selection and data extraction’ found Kappas of .93 (Popovich et al., 2012) and .77 (Pieper et al.,
2015).
Relative to our third research question, our results also show low frequencies for clear reporting.
Frequency of reporting for this item 1 was low, although reporting such numbers has been
recommended by many including the PRISMA group (Liberati et al., 2009). Reporting information for
our item 2 is encouraged, or even expected, for some projects (e.g. major health, psychology, or
policy topics). This recommendation is seen in the IOM’s Finding What Works in Health Care:
Standards for Systematic Reviews (Committee on Standards for Systematic Reviews of Comparative
Effectiveness Research, Board on Health Care Services, & Institute of Medicine, 2011), and is
reiterated by the Cochrane Collaboration in the MECIR standards for the reporting of new reviews of
interventions (MECIR Manual, n.d.).The reporting of inter-rater agreement at the point of assessing
the title and abstract (item 3) also is encouraged in the PRISMA guidelines for study selection. Our
findings show some of this reporting for selection at the point of screening title and abstracts.
Reporting for our item 4, the identification of items chosen or included at the title and abstract
screening was infrequent, though it was evident in some SR. While space considerations could
account for that finding, this would be information that supports readers who wish to be confident
that they are reproducing the initial selection choices made as title and abstracts are screened.
Information for each of these confidence items is easily reported, and, going forward, such reporting
will support confidence in conclusions of SR. That confidence in SR conclusions is important for all
readers including other researchers, clinicians, and those who develop policies or share SR research
information with the public.
Summary and conclusions
Recent discussions and research in psychology show a significant emphasis on reproducibility.
Concerns pertain to methods as well as results, and this paper contributes to discussions about the
methods that are used for systematic reviews. We specifically examined the reporting of electronic
searches used for SR in psychology. Such reports are key for determining the reproducibility of
electronic searches. Confidence in the reproducibility of electronic searches can also impact the
confidence that readers have in the overall results or conclusions of systematic reviews.
In this paper we first discuss systematic reviews, reproducibility, electronic searches, transparent
reporting, and the increased use of SR in psychology. Based on evidence-based recommendations,
we developed and used 12 checklist items to evaluate electronic search reporting that supports
reproducibility. Item Kappa results ranged from fair to almost perfect. Then, mirroring comparisons
of reporting in Cochrane SR to that found in non-Cochrane SR, using those checklist items we
compared reports in SR published in the psychology literature to those SR from the Campbell
Library. Reporting of basic recommended electronic search step information that supports
reproducibility was seen significantly less in psychology SR.
Additionallly, we found that 90% of the 68 psychology SR that we assessed did not provide what we
defined as a copy of a full search strategy for any of the electronic search resources used. Moreover,
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assuming that higher levels of reproducibility are supported as more of a set of recommended
reporting criteria are met, we used a set of checklist items to represent a ’PRISMA’ type of
recommended reporting. We found that only one of the 25 randomly selected psychology SR from
2009-2012 reported recommended information for all items in the set, and none of the
25 psychology SR from 2014-2016 did so. Furthermore, although the set of 18 Psych SR from 2017
was used because each referred to the PRISMA statement, only 3 reported information for all in our
’PRISMA set’ of search report elements.
We also looked at reporting for we view as ‘confidence items’ that can be a part of reporting of
electronic searches in SR. Items covered reporting for the number of hits for every electronic search,
the number of hits for all electronic searches combined, the use of two or more researches for
independent title/abstract screening, the inter-rater agreement for two or more researches for
independent title/abstract screening, and the identification of items selected for possible use at the
end of title/abstract screening. About half of the 68 Psych SR we assessed reported the number of
hits combined across all electronic searches; and reporting for the other search items was very low.
Based on our findings, we had six general conclusions.
1. Electronic search reporting in published SR in psychology shows that improvements should
be made that support confidence in the reproducibility of electronic searches used.
2. As shown in our assessment data for the SR from the Campbell Collaboration, it does seem
possible to report what we called our PRISMA set for every electronic resource used.
3. Reporting for what we called a PRISMA set should be seen more in SR published in
psychology.
4. It does seem that reporting in SR could include more reporting for all of what we called
confidence items. This information supports reader confidence not only in the searches run
but also in the use of search results.
5. Findings from the current study could serve as a baseline for this kind of reporting in SR that
are published in psychology.
6. The research checklist we developed and used had inter-rater agreement that suggests it
might serve as a resource for those concerned with the reproducibility of electronic
searches. That checklist, or some version, might be used for evaluating electronic searches,
for research on the items themselves and/or for research on the reproducibility of
electronics searches in SR.
Improving the reporting of electronic search strategies so that readers can be confident in the
reproducibility of such searches can be challenging. However, we believe the improvements that we
describe for SR are possible. And, going forward, improvements in the reporting of electronic
searches used for SR can serve as ’clear signals’ that provide a stronger basis for confidence in the
results and conclusions of SR in psychology.
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Megan Mamolen, PhD, MLIS, is PhD, MLIS is a Reference, Instruction, E-Resources Librarian at Lakeland
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3

With respect to transparent reporting of searches to identify resources with data for SR, recent related
discussion of data management planning also argues for clear documentation of such ’upstream activites that
determine data quality’ (Williams et al., 2017).
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We want to express appreciation to Matthew Cox, MLIS. His contribution was significant for the work on
reproducibility presented at the Annual Campbell Collaboration Colloquium, held May 21-23, 2013 in Chicago.
That poster is on the OSF site noted just below.
5

OSF site for this paper - https://osf.io/g6x4k This site includes supplementary materials noted in the paper.

6

In the Spring of 2016, we learned of work on ‘PRISMA-Search’. The goal of that project has been to develop
an extension to the PRISMA Statement to guide the reporting of components critical to a reproducible search.
Information has been available in ‘Reporting guidelines under development’ on the EQUATOR Network
website (www.equator-network.org/). Moreover, in the Spring of 2019, the authors of PRISMA-S shared that
checklist and explanation documents were available for review. Information for PRISMA-S has been available
in ‘Reporting guidelines under development’ on the EQUATOR Network website and more recently on the
Open Science Framework - https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/YGN9W. We anticipate that when the extension
work is complete it will provide additional support for our selection of items to assess electronic search
reproducibility.
7

The four appendixes noted in this paper, as well as additional background information about the checklists
used for this study, are available on the paper’s OSF site noted above.
8

As an example of a paper using the APA guidance see this paper and supplemental file published in the
Archives of Scientific Psychology. Youngstrom, E. A., Genzlinger, J. E., Egerton, G. A., & Van Meter, A. R. (2015).
Multivariate meta-analysis of the discriminative validity of caregiver, youth, and teacher rating scales for
pediatric bipolar disorder: Mother knows best about mania. Archives of Scientific Psychology, 3(1), 112–137.
https://doi.org/10.1037/arc0000024
9

https://amstar.ca/

10

https://www.cadth.ca/resources/finding-evidence/press

11

https://doi.org/10.17605/OSF.IO/YGN9W

12

Of the 14 Campbell SR in item 1. a., one did provide a full copy of at least one electronic search, but not for
all of the electronic resources used (see 11. in Appendix 2).
13

https://osf.io
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